Abstract: Our focus has been on structural enablers for very low order design models and for model-based flow control, including the flow physics underpinnings of low order flow models. Basic theory investigations concentrated primarily on Galerkin models: We derived from the NSE the essential role and form of mean field models and developed a novel none-equilibrium statistical closure and implied sub-grid turbulence models. Meanfield models now predict lift dynamics and high frequency actuation. With harmonicallypure mode-sets, mode interpolation maintains minimum model order across changing operating conditions, and is assisted by a new, efficient POD computation. Experimental studies were done in conjunction with a related MURI project, and complemented independently supported, long-term international team collaborations. We explored new feedback paradigms, including implementing duty ratio feedback modulation of pulsating jets, validated by MAV lift enhancement, and Lagrangian models in feedback for drag reduction behind a 3D bluff body. The research is presented in 7 published / accepted journal papers, 2 under review and 1 in preparation, 2 Book chapters, 17 refereed conference papers and 14 conference abstracts, the material in a forthcoming book, as well as several colloquia presentations and a dedicated short course on flow modeling and control. :l,4-6], [BCl],[C:2, 5, 6, 16], [P:l-4,7-10,14]. One research thrust aimed to solidify mean-field theory through a detailed analytic and quantitative investigation of its NSE-foundations [J:6,9][C6] [P-4,5,7,14]. This investigation had 3 components: Direct analysis of the band-pass filtered NSE reveals both necessity of a mean-field model, including the nonlinear coupling of stability properties of the fluctuation with mean field variations, and the ideal structure of the shift mode. Second, we introduced a novel concept of quantitative transient energy flow rate ioUoM'JObl
Enablers for Low Order Galerkin Models (LOGMs) for Control Design
\.\ A basic theory of Galerkin mean field models. Mean field models incorporate low dimensional representations of the bilateral interactions of fast flow-field fluctuations with a slowly varying base flow [2] ,[J: 4, 6, 9] ,[BC1],[C: 6, 16 ],[P: 1, 5, 7, 10, 14] . These interactions are fundamental to the transition of flow configuration from linear instability of the steady flow to the marginal stability of attractors' energy levels. In [2] we introduced the shift mode as a compact encapsulation of mean flow variations, governed by a Galerkin counterpart of the Reynolds equation. Analyzing the reduced order system, [2] demonstrated that the resulting Landau-type Galerkin system is dynamically essential for the dynamic representation of transients. Initial validation, in [2] , used the laminar cylinder wake as a simple benchmark. Subsequent studies revealed counterpart structures in the separated flow over airfoils [J:l, [4] [5] [6] , [BCl] ,[C:2,5,6,16],[P:l-4,7-10,14]. One research thrust aimed to solidify mean-field theory through a detailed analytic and quantitative investigation of its NSE-foundations [J: 6, 9] [C6][P- 4, 5, 7, 14] . This investigation had 3 components: Direct analysis of the band-pass filtered NSE reveals both necessity of a mean-field model, including the nonlinear coupling of stability properties of the fluctuation with mean field variations, and the ideal structure of the shift mode. Second, we introduced a novel concept of quantitative transient energy flow rate ioUoM'JObl FKMJU5 lxKmmimM»UkiksMmamombetwaatwoo 9 mUHcem dUMK n »air «da««* Figure I . The manifold formed by the dominant POD mode pair of the separated flow over an airfoil at a varying AOA. The vertical direction represents changes in both the mean field and the AOA analysis, and used that analysis to demonstrate the dominant role mean filed variations play in determining fluctuation growth and decay rates. Thirdly, we have demonstrated that ideal, analytic and practical, computationally efficient definitions of the shift mode are essentially equivalent, thus validating the use of the empirical shift mode introduced in [2] . Related studies include modeling-enablers for high frequency boundary actuation, dynamic lift, and transient flow conditions. Viable subgrid models, compensating for truncated energy are discus, are discussed in §2.
1.3 Mean field theory: high-frequency actuation models. The attenuating effect of open loop high frequency actuation on instabilities at unrelated frequencies is a fundamental flow control mechanism. Despite its significance, this mechanism has so eluded an analytical representation in reduced order Galerkin models, and has been resolved only by ad-hoc terms. In [J6],[P7,9] we proposed a physically based least order mean-field model capable to do just that. The model comprises 2 mode pairs for the dominant natural and actuated frequencies, and 2 mean field, shift modes represented mean field corrections driven by the respective Reynolds stress contributions of the fluctuating mode-pairs. The model explains the attenuating affect as mediated by actuated changes in the mean field: The Reynolds stress formed by the actuation leads to changes in the mean field. Stability properties of fluctuations are varied with changes in the mean field. In particular, the linear instability at the natural oscillation frequency disappears, in what amounts to an actuated subcritical Hopf bifurcation.
1.4 Mean field theory: dynamic lift models. With few extensions [1] standard lift models are confined to quasi-steady state representations or to conceptually equivalnt harmonic balancing representations (e.g., for Helicopter blades). A by-product of [J6] is a first systematic framework for dynamic lift modeling. As an illustration, our objective is to resolve the response of the lift to fast MAV maneuvers, wind gusts, and actuation. A simple link of aerodynamic forces to the LOGM is obtained by substituting the Galerkin approximations of both the velocity and the pressure into the first principles expression In this framework the lift is dynamically tied to changes in the dominant coherent flow structures. This work continues to date through our MURI collaborations and experimental refinement and validation of the proposed framework [C: 1,3,11,13,15,17].
Mode deformation, mode interpolation and minimal mode sets for long transients.
Traditionally, LOGMs use modes obtained from a single operating condition, such as the POD mode of an attractor. The very purpose of flow control is to significantly alter and deform the coherent structures that dominate the flow e.g. due to flow reattachment of over an airfoil. As has been broadly recognized, these changes necessitate resolving controlled changes in dominant coherent structures. The use of richer mode-sets and realtime adaptation are common features of solutions proposed by the flow control community. Both these features increase realtime complexity. Additionally, the fact that, at any given time the number of dominant coherent structures remains small, and that richer mode-sets account for moderate deformations in these structures, may also entail a raise in the numerical sensitivity of dynamic observers, that now need to discern between relatively similar modes. Instead we suggest state dependent mode deformations over low dimensional manifolds: The time coefficients of the Galerkin expansion remain the LOGM states, but now they multiply modes that vary with the operating condition. For example, in a minimal order model of the separated flow over an airfoil, the first two modes are identified (up to state-space rotation) with the dominant unstable Eigenmodes, near the steady solution, and with the dominant POD mode-pair, near the natural attractor. Means to explicitly parameterize modes are based on simple interpolation algorithms, and the explicit derivation of the modes is required in only few operating conditions. We applied this approach to a pitching and actuated airfoil and to the cylinder wakein 
Harmonically specific modes.
The paradigm of parameterized / interpolated mode-sets is feasible when important modal properties remain invariant under mode deformation. Key among these properties, in very low order models, is the link of modes to harmonics of the dominant temporal frequencies, even as these frequencies gradually change along transients between operating points. Standard POD modes often blend multiple spatial and temporal frequencies. To derive harmonically-linked modes, we use a dynamic estimation of the instantaneous frequency and an FIR filter bank to partition data trajectories into single frequency components [C:5,10],[P: 3, 4] . POD analysis is applied separately to each frequency component to obtain the desired modes. A preliminary high resolution POD compression of the original data is suggested, to dramatically reduce computations entailed by temporal filtering. Parameterization of mode deformation is a direct by-product. The procedure was first tested for an actuated NACA0012 airfoil [C5] and later applied to transient simulations of 2D and 3D pitching flat plates [CIO] . Under independent support it was also applied, with remarkable success, to derive local mean field models for the dynamics near bifurcation branches in an analysis of the vortex breakdown phenomenon. The latter example is particularly s---s- challenging both because of the coexistence of multiple fixed points and local basins of attractions and to the strong effect of a short pipe on oscillatory dynamics. 
Turbulence Statistical Closure and Sub-grid models
Subgrid turbulence models are required to compensate for neglected length and time scales, and for the effects of truncated energy cascades. Prevalent practice is to calibrate eddy viscosities as added dissipation in the linear term of an LOGM. While successful in many cases, failures abound, suggesting a need for a new approach. The thermodynamic statistical closure problem is a daunting challenge in turbulence physics. In addition to the basic science value of a solution, related to the LOGM framework, a successful turbulence model is essential to overcome the aforementioned roadblock. 
A new theory of finite-time thermodynamics (FTP for Galerkin systems. Cutting through a persistent Gordian knot, this novel framework treats single or aggregate modal

Experimental Benchmarking & Verification
The design of robust feedback mechanisms utilizing few noisy sensors, is key to a realistic close control methodology. We used two benchmarks to validate our developments. One is the experimental drag reduction of the flow over a 3D bluff body (Fig. 5) at the Berlin Institute of Technology. The other is the semicircular, low aspectratio wing plan, developed as part of the MURI project. The primary support for the latter is under the main MURI grant and results are reported accordingly, although, for completeness, we list here publications related to both.
Feedback design utilizing a reduced order vortex models (ROVMs).
This work relates to our joint work with for both rapid prototyping and implementation. Wake attenuation is achieved by symmetrizing the two shear layers, using a single pressure gauge: Pulsed blowing at the upper leap is synchronized at a preferred phase difference with the sensed pressure at the lower leap. A 40% pressure deficit reduction is achieved. This robust mechanism easily adapts to changing flow conditions where open-loop actuation at the two leaps becomes ineffective, while requiring only 60% of the actuation energy. Results Figure 5 . The wake of a 3D bluff body (top), is symmetrized (center) by pulsed actuation at the upper shear layer. Vorticity released at the upper leap is synchronized with preferred lag with sensed pressure at the lower leap (center) using an EKF . Figure 6 . A vortex model (left) of a tandem bluff body configuration is used to design a dynamic observer more challenging tandem configuration, where a multiple vortex model is used a basis for a scented Kaiman filter observer (Fig. 6 ). been identified, using forward pulsed blowing at the leading edge, at an optimized frequency. A simulation study indicates that an effective feedback can be achieved by synchronizing pulsed actuation with a sensor signal, much alike the bluff body control described above. At IIT we investigating viable means to implement feedback, including a detailed modeling effort to enable accurate prediction of actuation variables, including pressure level and the temporal patterns of blowing. In particular, we developed a concept of control base on duty ratio of pulse blowing, as a practical easily implementable framework for feedback tlow control [C3,4,8,l 1-14,17],[P12]. Compared with other applications of duty ratio control, the challenge in feedback design that we currently work on, is due to the nonlinearity of the response to individual pulses. 
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